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(54) HARDWARE BLOCKCHAIN CONSENSUS OPERATING PROCEDURE ENFORCEMENT

(57) A system may provide hardware acceleration for
blockchain-based record entry. Client circuitry may pro-
vide record entry information to node circuitry. The node
circuitry may compile the record entry information into a
record entry for submission to blockchain management
circuitry (BMC). The BMC may access a consensus op-
erating procedure. The BMC may apply the consensus

operating procedure to the record entry to gain append
permissions for a blockchain. After completing the con-
sensus operating procedure, the BMC may append a
block generated based on the record entry to the block-
chain. Accordingly, the system may ensure that blocks
added to the blockchain were generated in compliance
with the consensus operating procedure.
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Description

Priority Claim

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 15/595,537, filed 15 May 2017, Attorney
Docket No. 15718/193, and titled Hardware Blockchain Consensus Operating Procedure Enforcement. The application
also claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 62/460,355, filed 17 February 2017, Attorney Docket
No. 15718/175, and titled Hardware Blockchain Health Processing Acceleration.

Technical Field

[0002] This disclosure relates to computer hardware acceleration of blockchain-based multi-party processes.

Background

[0003] Rapid advances in electronics and communication technologies, driven by immense customer demand, have
resulted in newly emerging complex network transaction chains. Improvements in the hardware and software imple-
mentations of the underlying processing for the transaction chains will increase the security, reliability, and speed of the
implementations.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0004]

Figure 1 shows an example accelerated record entry hardware system.
Figure 2 shows example consensus logic.
Figure 3 shows an example client execution environment.
Figure 4 shows an example node execution environment.
Figure 5 shows an example accelerated blockchain execution environment.
Figure 6 shows an example usage scenario for the example accelerated record entry hardware system of Figure 1.
Figure 7 shows an example usage scenario for the example accelerated record entry hardware system of Figure 1.
Figure 8 shows an example usage scenario for the example accelerated record entry hardware system of Figure 1.
Figure 9 shows an example usage scenario for the example accelerated record entry hardware system of Figure 1.
Figure 10 shows an example usage scenario for the example accelerated record entry hardware system of Figure 1.
Figure 11 shows an example usage scenario for the example accelerated record entry hardware system of Figure 1.
Figure 12 shows an example usage scenario for the example accelerated record entry hardware system of Figure 1.

Detailed Description

[0005] When multiple nodes coordinate to place entries in a record, the parties represented by the multiple nodes may
be dependent on other nodes following the consensus operating procedure or terms when creating entries in the record.
For example, a consensus operating procedure may include a procedure enforced through a blockchain consensus
mechanism. Situations in which a node posts an entry to the record without first following the consensus operating
procedure may necessitate corrections that ripple through multiple ledger entries and consume hardware processing
resources. The techniques and architectures described below help ensure that nodes execute the consensus operating
procedure before creating a ledger entry, thereby improving the operation of the underlying hardware, e.g., by reducing
the overall processing load, eliminating errors, and reducing overall resource expenditure for achieving correct records.
Further, the techniques and architectures will increase the overall real-time accuracy of the entries produced as a result
of the hardware processing. Accordingly, the techniques and architectures provide technical solutions resulting in tech-
nical improvements to existing options data transaction systems.
[0006] In an example real-world processing scenario, multiple nodes operated on behalf of multiple parties in a health
claim system may make entries to a health accum ledger. A health accum may include one or more tracked values that
accumulate over time, such as deductible contributions or out-of-pocket contributions. The multiple parties may agree
in advance to a consensus operating procedure for posting an entry to the ledger. For example, as discussed in detail
below, the consensus process may include: a) performing memory access operations at one more memory locations
within a blockchain, e.g., a blockchain storing recorded data, to obtain a previous accum value; b) applying one or more
processor-level operations, such as "add" or "mult" operations or other processor-level operations, on the accum value
to update the previous accum value to a current accum value; and c) performing additional processor-level add or mult
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processing operations on other accum values in the blockchain to reconcile other entries with the current accum value.
Ensuring that each of the nodes placing entries in the health accum follows the consensus operating procedure reduces
the overall processing resources consumed by increasing the probability of compliance by the different nodes. In other
contexts, the system may be used to track usage, contributions, or other accumulated values. For example, the system
may be used to track data plan usage in cellular phone contract contexts, or other accumulated values. For example,
accumulated values may include values that are tracked by the system over time and tally the value of one or more
related operations or transactions.
[0007] In some implementations, compliance with the consensus operating procedure among the nodes may be
enforced through a blockchain consensus mechanism. The consensus operation procedure may be codified by the
system into the terms of a smart contract. For example, the parties may determine the consensus operating procedure
ahead of performing governed transactions and then codify the consensus operating procedure into a smart contract.
Enforcing a consensus operating procedure may ensure consistency and accuracy among record entries, which may
increase the reliability of the system.
[0008] When a node follows the consensus operating procedure during posting of an entry, e.g., by complying with
the terms of the smart contract, the system may provide a validity indicator for the entry created. The validity indicator
may be stored or otherwise associated with the blockchain such that parties later reviewing the blockchain may confirm
that the node followed the consensus operating procedure while posting the entry. Additionally or alternatively, the
system may withhold the validity indicator (or provide an invalidity indicator) when a node deviates from the consensus
operating procedure when posting an entry. Validity indicators may include proof of work, hashes, security tokens,
security certificates, or other indicators of compliance.
[0009] Additionally or alternatively, the system may enforce smart contract terms through verification of procedure
adherence. For example, a smart contract may define a consensus operation procedure. After a block is added to the
blockchain under the direction of a node, the added block may be reviewed for compliance to determine if the block is
valid. If the system added the block without properly following the defined consensus procedure, the block may be
ignored. In some cases, the block may not necessarily include an indicator of validity or invalidity, rather validity (invalidity)
may be inferred by the system by reviewing the contents of the block to determine if the system followed the consensus
operating procedure.
[0010] Additionally or alternatively, the techniques and architectures described herein may be used to increase the
security of the underlying hardware processing system. For example, security may be increased by integrating security
rules into the consensus operating procedure. In an example, scenario a health accum processing node may be barred
by the security rules from viewing portions of the blockchain. If the health accum processing node accesses (or attempts
to accesses) a portion of the blockchain without authorization, the node may deviate from the consensus operating
procedure. Accordingly, a future entry made by node may be invalidated responsive to the deviation from the consensus
operating procedure. In various implementations, the invalidations may apply to the next entry made by the node, all
future entries, entries for a predetermined duration after the deviation, entries related contextually to the unauthorized
access, or other set of entries.
[0011] Figure 1 shows an example accelerated record entry hardware system 100 ("system 100"). The system 100
may include client circuitry 110, node circuitry 120, and blockchain management circuitry (BMC) 160. The client circuitry
110, node circuitry 120, and BMC 160 may be implemented in various configurations including distributed deployments
and/or logically-separated deployments on physically-unified systems. In some implementations, the hardware config-
uration of any combination of the client circuitry 110, node circuitry 120, BMC 160 or any portions thereof may be specified
via a deployment manifest. The deployment manifest may be used to requisition hardware computing resources to serve
as a platform for the designated configuration in the manifest.
[0012] The client circuitry 110 may execute a record entry client application 112. The record entry client application
112 may capture record entry information 114 from data input sources for example, scanned records, man-machine
interface devices, connected devices (e.g., internet of things (IoT) medical devices or other loT devices), or other input
sources. The client circuitry 110 may package the record entry information 114 for provision to the node circuitry 120.
For example, the client circuity 110 may send the record entry information 114 to the node circuitry 120 as a packet with
fields designated for the various record entry information types (e.g., transaction IDs, claim amounts, service dates,
submission dates, or other entry information types). In some cases, the client circuitry may format the record entry
information 114 for delivery via an electronic form, such as a web form, provided by the node circuitry 120. The record
entry information 114 may be formatted for the forms automatically, e.g., after capture from a document scan, manually,
or any combination thereof.
[0013] The client circuitry 110 may be coupled to a display 116. The display 116 may display interfaces for input of
record entry information. Additionally or alternatively, the client application may generate presentations of previous record
entry information obtained from the blockchain. For example, the client application 112 may generate the presentations
from data stored on previous block of the blockchain. The node circuitry 120 may provide the data from the blockchain
after receiving the data from the BMC 160.
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[0014] The node circuitry 120 may receive the record entry information through a node application 122. For example,
the node application 122 may host an electronic form to facilitate reception of the record entry information, parse a
received packet containing the record entry information, or perform other information reception tasks. The node appli-
cation 122 may process the record entry information and generate a record entry 124 for the blockchain 199. For example,
in the health claim processing scenario, the record entry may comprise a claim for entry into a ledger system stored on
the blockchain 199.
[0015] In some implementations, the system 100 may implement multiple instances of node circuitry 120. The system
100 may group node circuitry 120 usage according to one or more criteria. For example, the system 100 may group
node circuitry 120 usage according to enterprise or claim-type association. For example, medical claim providing parties
may operate on node circuitry 120 separate from parties providing pharmaceutical claims, dental claims, vision claims,
mental health claims, or other healthcare types. Additionally or alternatively, the system 100 may group parties subject
to different consensus operating procedures on different node circuitry. In some cases, usage may be dynamically
assigned by the system 100. For example, node circuitry usage may depend on the content of the record entry information
114. For example, a party may connect to first node circuitry when submitting a claim of a first type. However, that same
party might connect to second, different node circuitry when submitting another claim of a second type different from
the first. Additionally or alternatively, dynamic node circuitry 120 usage allotments may be assigned based on processing
and load-balancing concerns.
[0016] The node application 122 may be in data communication with a blockchain application programming interface
(API) 162 running on the BMC 160. The blockchain API 162 may provide access to blockchain storage options for the
record entry.
[0017] The blockchain API 162 may access a certificate authority logic 166 running on the BMC 160. The certificate
authority logic 166 may issue certificates 168 used to manage access to various portions of the blockchain 199. The
individual certificates may assigned according to node. Additionally or alternatively, if multiple parties use a common
node, certificates may be assigned according to party affiliation. Thus, the system 100 may use the certificates 168 to
verify the nodes (and/or parties) do not access portions of the blockchain 199 for which they lack authorization.
[0018] While continuing to refer to Figure 1, the discussion also makes reference to Figure 2, which shows example
processing logic that the consensus logic 170 may implement. The logical features of consensus logic 170 may be
implemented in various orders and combinations. For example, in a first implementation, one or more features may be
omitted or reordered with respect to a second implementation. The consensus logic 170 may be executed on the on the
BMC 160. The blockchain API may receive the record entry and a certificate 168 (201). When the blockchain API 162
receives the record entry 124 and the certificate 168, the consensus logic 170 may verify that the record entry 124
applies to a portion of the blockchain 199 that the node circuitry 120 or party that sent the record entry 124 has access
(202). The consensus logic 170 may determine the relevant consensus operating procedure response to the node, the
party that initiated the record entry, the type of accumulated value affected by the transaction, the certificate 168, or a
combination thereof (204). The consensus logic 170 may access the blockchain 199 (205). The consensus logic 170
may apply the consensus operating procedure to the record entry 124 (206). The consensus operating procedure may
be codified in consensus operation procedure definitions 172 (e.g., smart contract terms), which may be managed by
consensus logic 170. For example, the consensus operating procedure may include using the certificate to confirm that
authorized portions of the blockchain 162 are accessed by the node circuitry through the blockchain API 162 while the
blockchain API 162 is in data communication with the node circuitry 120 (208).
[0019] Additionally or alternatively, the consensus logic 170 may perform one or more processor-level operations to
perform on data in the record entry 124 and blockchain 162 to generate updated data (210). For example, as discussed
above, processor-level operations may include add operations, mult operations, or other processor-level operations.
Based on the updated data, the consensus logic 170 may reconcile the updated data with previously posted data from
the blockchain 199 (212). For example, the blockchain 199 may include earlier accumulated values that are affected by
the new data provided. For example, the updated data may include a correction to a past accumulated value stored in
the blockchain 199. The correction may affect transactions occurring after the correction that may have already been
added to the blockchain 199 by the system 100. When the consensus logic 170 completes the consensus operating
procedure, the consensus logic 170 may generate a block containing the updated data (214).
[0020] The consensus logic may generate a hash value for a preceding block and place the hash value in the block
along with the updated data to form a link between the block on the blockchain (216). The hash value may create a
blockchain link in the blockchain. In other words, the hash value may generate a verifiable record of the content of the
preceding block. Accordingly, the preceding block may not be changed without creating evidence of tamper. In various
implementations, the block may include multiple fields including a payload field and a hash field. The record entry may
be placed in the payload field, while the generated hash value may be placed in the hash field. The hash value may be
generated using a cryptographic hash function, a cyclic redundancy check, or other checksum function.
[0021] In various implementations, multiple record entries (e.g., covering multiple transactions) may be reflected in
the payload of a single block. Allowing multiple record entries to be reflected in the payload of a single block may allow
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for compactness in blockchain storage because a smaller number of total blocks would be needed to cover multiple
record entries compared with systems representing only a single record entry in a single block.
[0022] In some implementations, a single block may store a single record entry. Such storage constraints may allow
for a clearer relationship between blocks and record entries. Accordingly, in a single block / single record entry imple-
mentation, reference to a particular block unambiguously refers to the corresponding record entry. Accordingly, refer-
encing past record entries may be have data access efficiency gains by such a storage system.
[0023] In some cases where a record entry may be large or complex, e.g., by including detailed description notes or
media attachments, the record entry may be stored across multiple blocks.
[0024] In some cases where validity indicators are used, the consensus logic 170 may generate a validity indicator
and place the indicator in the block along with the updated data and hash value (218).
[0025] In some implementations, after a block has been generated and added to the blockchain, the BMC 160 may
receive a correction for the record entry on which the updated data was based (220). For example, a correction may
arise from a change to the underlying record entry information 114 (e.g., a change to identification information, amounts,
dates, or other record entry information), a change to the applicable consensus operating procedure that results in a
change to the record entry (e.g., an error may be discovered in the procedure, an accum value threshold may be adjusted,
the incorrect consensus operating procedure may have been previously applied, or other correction), or both. Accordingly,
the consensus logic 170 may operate to apply the correction to the previously formed block in the blockchain 199.
[0026] The consensus logic 170 may access the consensus operating procedure definitions 172 (222) or an identifier
for the consensus operating procedure to call or execute. The consensus logic 170 may apply the consensus operating
procedure to generate a corrected accumulated value from the previous accumulated value stored in the previously
formed block (224). Based on the corrected accumulated value, the correction and the previously formed block, the
consensus logic 170 may generate a corrective indicator that references the previously formed block and includes the
corrected accumulated value, data from the correction, or both (226).
[0027] The consensus logic 170 may generate a corrective block that includes the corrective indicator and a hash
value generated using the content of a block preceding the corrective block (228). In some cases, the preceding block
may be the same block as the previously formed block. However, in other cases, intervening blocks may be present
between the previously formed block and the corrective block. In some cases, inclusion of the corrected accumulated
value in the corrected block. may allow determination of the state of the accumulated value without necessarily traversing
other blocks of the blockchain 199. Adding the corrective block may not necessarily alter other previously formed blocks.
Accordingly, the previous (uncorrected) record entry may be maintained in the previously formed block after addition of
the corrective block to the blockchain.
[0028] In an example, the correction may include a correction to a date or time for the record entry. In some cases,
the consensus logic 170 may determine the need for correction be determining whether particular block reflect record
entries during an affected date or time range determined based on the date of the correction. In some cases, the correction
may be implemented by cancelling the effect of a previous record entry on the corrected record entry within the date
range. In some cases, when a correction to the date shifts the date, the affected date range may be determined based
on the period between the data before correction and the date after correction.
[0029] In another example, discussed below with regard to Figure 12, a threshold boundary (such as a minimum or
maximum) may be changed with the applicable consensus operating procedure. In some cases, this may cause a
transaction initially on one side of the boundary to be moved in whole or in part to the other side. For example, a claim
above a deductible maximum may be shifted below the maximum if the maximum is increased through correction.
Accordingly, the effect of the claim on a deductible accum may later be accounted for by correction if the claim is later
found to occur before the deductible maximum was reached. Alternatively, a claim below the maximum may be shifted
above if the maximum is decreased. Accordingly, the effect of the claim on a deductible accum may later be cancelled
by correction if the claim is later found to occur after the deductible maximum was reached.
[0030] When blocks may be affected by a correction (e.g., the corresponding record entries are: associated with
accumulated values within an affected range, associated with dates within an affected range, or both), the consensus
logic 170 may mark affected blocks or data within blocks for review (230). For example, the consensus logic 170 mark
blocks by adding a review indicator referencing an affected block to the corrective block. Additionally or alternatively,
consensus logic 170 may add the review indicator to metadata for affected block, which may be stored outside of the
blockchain 199.
[0031] In some implementations, the blockchain may support rewrite operations on previously formed blocks. For
example, trusted entities may have authority to perform rewrites to the blockchain using a secret code, key secret,
cryptographic cipher, or other secret. Accordingly, corrections to record entries reflected in blocks of the blockchain may
be performed by rewriting the original blocks storing the original record entry rather than adding a new corrective block
and referencing the original block. In various implementations, trusted entities may include node operators, a collection
of node operators that may cooperate to together serve as a trusted entity, a secure terminal under the control of a
trusted operator, or other entities.
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[0032] In some implementations, to preserve a clear record of corrections, trusted entities may add data to previous
blocks via blockchain rewrites without necessarily removing previous data. Further, in some cases, the original data
may be stored in a core portion of the blocks of the blockchain that does not support rewrite (e.g., even by trusted parties),
but corrections may be added to a tertiary portion of the blocks of the blockchain that does support rewrites.
[0033] In an example health claim processing context, the consensus logic 170 may specify a set of processor-level
operations including manipulation to an accum value stored within a block of the blockchain 199. The accum value may
correspond to a monitored healthcare accum value, such as a deductible or out-of-pocket maximum or other healthcare-
related accumulated value. For example, a claim value in the record entry may be added to the accum, subtracted from
the accum, or otherwise used to update the accum value. The consensus logic 170 may then reconcile the updated
accum value to other previously made entries.
[0034] For example, if a medical node corrects a past claim amount, the deductible amount available for a future claim
by the medical node or other node (e.g., a pharmaceutical node) may be changed. In this context, an overage may occur
when the accum value exceeds a defined threshold, such as a set out-of-pocket maximum value. In some cases, changing
a past claim may lead to an overage for a claim already entered into the blockchain 199. Additionally or alternatively,
changing a past claim may clear an overage that had previously been logged for another entry. Further, in some cases
changes may occur as a result the system 100 entering claims out of sequence. For example, a claim related to a later
occurring transaction may be entered by the system 100 before an earlier occurring transaction. This may occur as a
result of out of sequence client requests or latency in updating the blockchain following a claim request.
[0035] Figure 3 shows an example client execution environment (CEE) 300. The example CEE 300 may serve as a
hardware platform for the client circuitry 110. The CEE 300 may include system logic 314. The system logic may include
processors 316, memory 320, and/or other circuitry.
[0036] The memory 320 along with the processors 316 may support execution of the client application 112. The
memory 320 may further include applications and structures 366, for example, coded objects, templates, or other struc-
tures to support record information collection and submission.
[0037] The CEE 300 may also include communication interfaces 312, which may support wireless, e.g. Bluetooth, Wi-
Fi, WLAN, cellular (4G, LTE/A), and/or wired, Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, optical networking protocols. The communication
interfaces 312 may also include serial interfaces, such as universal serial bus (USB), serial ATA, IEEE 1394, lighting
port, I2C, slimBus, or other serial interfaces. The CEE 300 may include power functions 334 and various input interfaces
328. The CEE may also include a user interface 318 that may include human-to-machine interface devices and/or
graphical user interfaces (GUI). In various implementations, the system logic 314 may be distributed over multiple
physical servers and/or be implemented as a virtual machine.
[0038] In some cases the CEE 300 may be a specifically-defined computational system deployed in a cloud platform.
In some cases, the parameters defining the CEE 300 may be specified in a manifest for cloud deployment. The manifest
may be used by an operator to requisition cloud based hardware resources, and then deploy the logical components,
for example, client application 112, of the CEE 300 onto the hardware resources. In some cases, a manifest may be
stored as a preference file such as a YAML (yet another mark-up language), JavaScript object notation (JSON), or other
preference file type.
[0039] Figure 4 shows an example node execution environment (NEE) 400. The example NEE 400 may serve as a
hardware platform for the node circuitry 110. The NEE 400 may include system logic 414. The system logic 414 may
include processors 416, memory 420, and/or other circuitry.
[0040] The memory 420 along with the processors 416 may support execution of the node application 122. The memory
420 may further include applications and structures 466, for example, coded objects, templates, or other structures to
support reception of record entry information, compilation of record entries, generation of electronic forms, and interaction
with the blockchain API 162.
[0041] The NEE 400 may also include communication interfaces 412, which may support wireless, e.g. Bluetooth, Wi-
Fi, WLAN, cellular (4G, LTE/A), and/or wired, Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, optical networking protocols. The communication
interfaces 412 may also include serial interfaces, such as universal serial bus (USB), serial ATA, IEEE 1394, lighting
port, I2C, slimBus, or other serial interfaces. The NEE 400 may include power functions 434 and various input interfaces
428. The NEE 400 may also include a user interface 418 that may include human-to-machine interface devices and/or
graphical user interfaces (GUI). In various implementations, the system logic 414 may be distributed over multiple
physical servers and/or be implemented as a virtual machine.
[0042] In some cases the NEE 400 may be a specifically-defined computational system deployed in a cloud platform.
In some cases, the parameters defining the NEE may be specified in a manifest for cloud deployment. The manifest
may be used by an operator to requisition cloud based hardware resources, and then deploy the logical components,
for example, the node application 122, of the NEE 400 onto the hardware resources. In some cases, a manifest may
be stored as a preference file such as a YAML (yet another mark-up language), JSON, or other preference file type.
[0043] Figure 5 shows an example accelerated blockchain execution environment (ACEE) 500. The example ACEE
500 may serve as a hardware platform for the BMC 160. However, in some implementations, the ACEE 500 may be
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adapted to support integration with the client circuitry 110, node circuitry 120, or both. The ACEE 500 may include system
logic 514. The system logic 514 may include processors 516, memory 520, and/or other circuitry.
[0044] The memory 520 may be include the blockchain 199, certificates 168, and consensus operation procedure
definitions (COPD) 172. The memory 520 may further include applications and structures 566, for example, coded
objects, templates, or other structures to support blockchain transaction acceleration, operational procedure implemen-
tation, certificate authority management, or other blockchain transactions. The memory 520 and processors 516 may
support execution of the blockchain API 162, consensus logic 170, and certificate authority logic 166.
[0045] The ACEE 500 may also include communication interfaces 512, which may support wireless, e.g. Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, WLAN, cellular (4G, LTE/A), and/or wired, Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, optical networking protocols. The commu-
nication interfaces 512 may also include serial interfaces, such as universal serial bus (USB), serial ATA, IEEE 1394,
lighting port, I2C, slimBus, or other serial interfaces. The ACEE 500 may include power functions 534 and various input
interfaces 528. The ACEE may also include a user interface 518 that may include human-to-machine interface devices
and/or graphical user interfaces (GUI). In various implementations, the system logic 514 may be distributed over multiple
physical servers and/or be implemented as a virtual machine.
[0046] In some cases the ACEE 500 may be a specifically-defined computational system deployed in a cloud platform.
In some cases, the parameters defining the ACEE may be specified in a manifest for cloud deployment. The manifest
may be used by an operator to requisition cloud based hardware resources, and then deploy the logical components,
for example, consensus logic 170, of the ACEE onto the hardware resources. In some cases, a manifest may be stored
as a preference file such as a YAML (yet another mark-up language), .JSON, or other preference file type.
[0047] In some implementations, the accelerated record entry hardware 100 may manage claims in a healthcare
context. The record entry 124 and record entry information 114 may include multiple fields designating values associated
with particular claims. Table 1 below shows an example record entry fields that may be included in an example record
entry 124 and/or conveyed by the record entry information 112.

Table 1: Example Record Entry Fields

Field Definition Data Type Number

Timestamp Date/Time of transaction posted to ledger Timestamp 1

Transaction ID Unique identifier for ledger transaction Numeric 2

Claim ID

Unique identifier allowing tie-back to claims 
system that processed this transaction prior to 
posting to ledger Numeric 3

Subscriber ID Identifies subscriber to Health Policy Numeric 4

Member ID (Foreign Key to Member 
Demographics) Identifies individual who received care Numeric 5

Policy ID
Identifies the Benefit Plan Policy associated for 
this transaction Numeric 6

Accumulator Type

Accumulators are allocated to Members of 
Health Policy to track liability. One member may 
have multiple Accumulator types. String 7

Accumulation Start Date
Date that Accumulator begins tracking 
transactions Timestamp 8

Accumulation End Date
Date that Accumulator ends tracking 
transactions Timestamp 9

Participant
Source organization/party that posted 
transaction String 10

Unit of Measure
Metric for Accumulator transactions and 
balances String 11

Transaction Amount Amount recorded for a transaction Numeric 12

Sex Identifies male or female String 13

Date of Birth Identifies birthdate of member Date 14
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[0048] The record entries 124 may include any or all of the above fields. For example, a record entry for an accum
transaction may include fields 1-12, a member demographic record entry may include fields 4, 5 and 13-17, a record
entry for a claim may include fields 5, 16, and 18-20. However, other combination of fields are possible.
[0049] In addition to defining fields for entries, a healthcare implementation may define accums for various values
tracked by the system 100. These values may be monetary, but also may include other defined values, such as service
visit tracking, dosage tracking, or other values. The system 100 may define a time window for tracking including, hourly,
daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, multiple-year periods, or other defined time frames. The accum may reset at the end of
the timeframe, roll-over, or remain unchanged. The behavior of the accum may be defined using the consensus operating
procedure.
[0050] Table 2 shows example accums for the healthcare transaction context.

(continued)

Table 1: Example Record Entry Fields

Field Definition Data Type Number

Last Name Identifies last name of member String 15

First Name Identifies first name of member String 16

Relationship
Identifies whether subscriber or dependent (e.g. 
child or spouse) String 17

Date of Service Identifies date of when member received care Date 18

Provider/Facility

Name of service provider (e.g. Hospital/
Physician/Pharmacy) where member received 
care String 19

Claim Amount $ amount submitted on claim for service Numeric 20

Table 2: Example Accum Types

Accumulator 
Types Used for Definition

IIDED
In-Network Individual 
Deductible

Amount paid by patient/member until insurance coverage initiates. E.g. 
$500 Deductible means the patient must pay $500 before their 
insurance covers certain services

IFDED
In-Network Family 
Deductible

Amount paid by full family until insurance coverage initiates. E.g. $500 
Deductible means the patient must pay $500 before their insurance 
covers certain services

OIDED
Out-of-Network 
Individual Deductible

Amount paid by patient/member until insurance coverage initiates. E.g. 
$500 Deductible means the patient must pay $500 before their 
insurance covers certain services

OFDED
Out-of-Network Family 
Deductible

Amount paid by full family until insurance coverage initiates. E.g. $500 
Deductible means the patient must pay $500 before their insurance 
covers certain services

IIOOP
In-Network Individual 
Out-of-Pocket

Amount member/patient has paid towards services to date. E.g. If 
member paid $500 towards their deductible + were covered at 80% for 
a $100 service (i.e. insurance covered $80) then the total Out of Pocket 
balance would be $520

IFOOP
In-Network Family Out-
Of-Pocket

Amount member/patient has paid towards services to date. E.g. If 
member paid $500 towards their deductible + were covered at 80% for 
a $100 service (i.e. insurance covered $80) then the total Out of Pocket 
balance would be $520
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[0051] For the defined accums types, the system 100 may have defined operational procedures. The consensus
operating procedures may be defined using computer code or scripting languages to reduce operational ambiguity.
[0052] Table 3 shows example pseudocode specifying a consensus operating procedure for updating an IIDED accum
in response to a claim filing.

[0053] Table 4 shows example pseudocode specifying a consensus operating procedure for updating an IIOOP accum
in response to a claim filing.

(continued)

Table 2: Example Accum Types

Accumulator 
Types Used for Definition

OIOOP
Out-of-Network 
Individual Out-of-Pocket

Amount member/patient has paid towards services to date. E.g. If 
member paid $500 towards their deductible + were covered at 80% for 
a $100 service (i.e. insurance covered $80) then the total Out of Pocket 
balance would be $520

OFOOP
Out-of-Network Family 
Out-of-Pocket

Amount member/patient has paid towards services to date. E.g. If 
member paid $500 towards their deductible + were covered at 80% for 
a $100 service (i.e. insurance covered $80) then the total Out of Pocket 
balance would be $520

COPAY Copayment

Fixed amount a patient/member has agreed to pay for specific services. 
E.g. A general doctor Office Visit may have a $20 Copay. That means 
Member always pays that $20, rather than a % coverage

Table 3: Example IIDED Consensus operating procedure Pseudocode

Action Pseudocode

If <balance> < <Ded Limit> then:

Update Accums - DED

If <accum type> =IIDED
and if <Transaction Amount> + <balance> <= <Ded Limit> then <balance> = 
(<balance> + <Transaction Amount>)

Calculate Overage Amount

If< accum type> = IIDED

and if <Transaction Amount> + <balance> > <Ded Limit>
Then <Overage Amount> = (<Transaction Amount> + <balance> - <Ded Limit>)
and <balance> = <Ded Limit>

Accums have been met Else, Limit has been reached no new accum updates

Table 4: Example IIOOP Consensus operating procedure Pseudocode

Action Pseudocode

Update Accums - OOP

If <balance> < <OOP Limit> then:

If <accum type> = IIOOP
and if <Transaction Amount> + <balance> <= <OOP Limit> then <balance> = 
(<balance> + <Transaction Amount>)

Calculate Overage Amount

If< accum type> = IIOOP
and if <Transaction Amount> + <balance> > <OOP Limit>
Then <Overage Amount> = (<Transaction Amount> + <balance> - <OOP Limit>)
and <balance> = <OOP Limit>

Accums have been met Else, Limit has been reached no new accum updates
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[0054] Table 5 shows example pseudocode specifying a consensus operating procedure for updating an IFDED accum
in response to a claim filing.

[0055] Table 6 shows example pseudocode specifying a consensus operating procedure for updating an IFOOP accum
in response to a claim filing.

[0056] The above example consensus operational process definitions (Tables 3-6) show specific procedures that may
be agreed upon by multiple parties using a blockchain. The precise definition of rules may facilitate the verifiability of
compliance to the consensus operating procedures by parties reviewing the contents of blocks in the blockchain. When
rules a specified such that outputs are deterministic once the inputs are set, the system 100 may verify that the posting
of a block to the blockchain is compliant by applying the consensus operating procedure to the input and confirming that
the output stored in the block matches the obtained value. Additionally or alternatively, validity indicators may be verified
for authenticity.
[0057] In the example health claims context, the accums may be used to track and classify claims activity among
multiple providers. In some cases, the claims may be processed and applied the accum in real-time or near real-time
once the provider submits record entry information with the claims details. In some cases, access to real-time tracking
for accums may increase the value of a health services to subscribers and members because they may use the continually
updated information to better guide real-time health services decisions.
[0058] Figure 6 shows an example of an execution-environment-implemented usage scenario 600 for the example
accelerated record entry hardware system 100. For example, the usage scenario 600 and those below (700-1200) may
be implemented on any or all of the CEE 300, NEE 400, or ACEE 500. In the usage scenario 600, a provider submits
a medical claim (602). A medical node processes the claim (604). The medical node sends the claim to the BMC as a
record entry (606). The BMC applies the consensus operating procedure 660 (608). In accord with the procedure, the

Table 5: Example IFDED Consensus operating procedure Pseudocode

Action Pseudocode

If <Subscriber balance> < <Fam Ded Limit> then:

Update Accums - DED

If <accum type> =IFDED
and if <Transaction Amount> + <subscriber balance> <= <Fam Ded Limit> then <subscriber 
balance> = (<subscriber balance> + <Transaction Amount>)

Calculate Overage 
Amount

If< accum type> = IFDED
and if <Transaction Amount> + <subscriber balance> > <Fam Ded Limit>
Then <Overage Amount> = (<Transaction Amount> + <Subscriber balance> - <Fam Ded 
Limit>)
and <<subscriber balance> = <Fam Ded Limit>

Accums have been 
met Else, Limit has been reached no new accum updates

Table 5: Example IFOOP Consensus operating procedure Pseudocode

Action Pseudocode

If <Subscriber balance> < <Fam DOOP Limit> then:

Update Accums - OOP

If <accum type> =IFOOP
and if <Transaction Amount> + <subscriber balance> <= <Fam OOP Limit> then <subscriber 
balance> = (<subscriber balance> + <Transaction Amount>)

Calculate Overage 
Amount

If< accum type> = IFOOP
and if <Transaction Amount> + <subscriber balance> > <Fam OOP Limit>

Then <Overage Amount> = (<Transaction Amount> + <Subscriber balance> - <Fam OOP 
Limit>)
and <<subscriber balance> = <Fam Ded Limit>

Accums have been 
met Else, Limit has been reached no new accum updates
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Ded feed OOP rule causes the amount applied to the deductible to be fed to the out-of-pocket maximum (610). The
BMC causes a display of the transaction on a user interface (612). The processor-level operations on the values are
shown in the output sequence 650.
[0059] Figure 7 shows an example execution-environment-implemented usage scenario 700 for the example accel-
erated record entry hardware system 100. In the usage scenario 700, a provider submits a pharmacy claim (702). A
pharmacy node processes the claim (704). The pharmacy node sends the claim to the BMC as a record entry (706).
The BMC applies the consensus operating procedure 760 (708). In accord with the procedure, the OOP is not applied
to the deductible (710). The BMC causes a display of the transaction on a user interface (712). The processor-level
operations on the values are shown in the output sequence 750.
[0060] Figure 8 shows an example execution-environment-implemented usage scenario 800 for the example accel-
erated record entry hardware system 100. In the usage scenario 800, a provider submits a medical claim (802). A medical
node processes the claim (804). The medical node sends the claim to the BMC as a record entry (806). The BMC applies
the consensus operating procedure 860 (808). In accord with the procedure, the BMC reconciles the accum across the
multiple nodes and identifies overages (810). The BMC causes a display of the transaction on a user interface (812).
The processor-level operations on the values are shown in the output sequence 850.
[0061] Figure 9 shows an example execution-environment-implemented usage scenario 900 for the example accel-
erated record entry hardware system 100. In the usage scenario 900, a provider submits a dental claim (902). A dental
node processes the claim (904). The dental node sends the claim to the BMC as a record entry (906). The BMC applies
the consensus operating procedure 960 (908). In accord with the procedure, the BMC prevents the dental node from
accessing details regarding medical and pharmacy claims (910). The BMC causes a display of the transaction on a user
interface (912). The processor-level operations on the values are shown in the output sequence 950. In accord with the
access restrictions for the detail node, details from some claims are redacted from the output sequence.
[0062] Figure 10 shows an example execution-environment-implemented usage scenario 1000 for the example ac-
celerated record entry hardware system 100. In the usage scenario 1000, a provider submits a medical claim (1002). A
medical node processes the claim (1004). The medical node sends the claim to the BMC as a record entry (1006). The
BMC applies the consensus operating procedure 1060 (1008). The medical node later sends a correction to the claim
by reference the claim ID (1010). The BMC marks affected transactions for adjustment (1012). The BMC causes a
display of the transaction on a user interface (1014). The processor-level operations on the values are shown in the
output sequence 1050.
[0063] Figure 11 shows an example execution-environment-implemented usage scenario 1100 for the example ac-
celerated record entry hardware system 100. In the usage scenario 1100, a provider submits a pharmacy claim (1102).
A pharmacy node processes the claim (1104). The pharmacy node sends the claim to the BMC as a record entry (1106).
The BMC applies the consensus operating procedure 1160 (1108). The pharmacy node later sends a correction to the
pharmacy claim by reference the claim ID, "CL57" (1110). The reduction in response to the corrected claim, causes a
previous medical claim to no longer cause an overage (1112). The BMC marks the affected claim for review (1114). The
BMC causes a display of the transaction on a user interface (1116). The processor-level operations on the values are
shown in the output sequence 1150.
[0064] Figure 12 shows an example execution-environment-implemented usage scenario 1200 for the example ac-
celerated record entry hardware system 100. In the usage scenario 1200, a provider submits a pharmacy claim (1202).
A pharmacy node processes the claim (1204). The pharmacy node sends the claim to the BMC as a record entry (1206).
The BMC applies the consensus operating procedure 1260 (1208). The BMC later receives an updated to the consensus
operating procedure that adjusts a maximum amount for an out-of-pocket accum (1210). In this example case, the OOP
maximum is changed from $200 to $150. The BMC marks affected transactions for adjustment (1212). The BMC causes
a display of the transaction on a user interface (1214). The processor-level operations on the values are shown in the
output sequence 1250.
[0065] In the various usage scenarios, the BMC may mark claims for review by adding flag bits with the claim ID to
the blockchain. The flag bits may cause the node circuitry to generate prompts to initiate manual review of the affected
claims. Additionally or alternatively, the BMC may initiate corrective action. For example, the BMC may send a message
that causes the node circuitry to issue refunds or send additional invoicing.
[0066] The usage scenarios in the health claims context were described above with regard to the accelerated record
entry hardware system 100. However, the accelerated record entry hardware system 100 may be used to track other
accumulated values. For example, the accelerated record entry hardware system 100 may be used in maintaining a
record of network usage for telecommunication service provision. For example, user equipment may post usage to a
blockchain. The blockchain may be used by the provider to track usage. The blockchain may be used to ensure that the
user equipment does not alter the usage record if compromised. Additionally or alternatively, the blockchain may be
applied in multiple telecommunication provider contexts. For example, multiple providers may wish to coordinate com-
plementary services, such as regional wireless coverage, television and cellular service, or other combinations of service.
The blockchain of the accelerated record entry hardware system 100 may be used as a multiple-provider record for
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tracking usage of the difference services. The consensus operating procedure may be used to ensure the multiple
providers adhere to agreed-upon tracking standards. The accelerated record entry hardware system 100 may be used
in virtually any context where multiple parties agree to a consensus operating procedure for additions to a blockchain.’
[0067] In an example, a method may include, in a record entry hardware system: receiving, at a blockchain management
circuitry (BMC), a record entry from node circuitry; responsive to an identity of the node circuitry, applying a consensus
operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value by performing a processor-level operation using a previous
accumulated value and the record entry as inputs, the previous accumulated value stored within a selected block of the
blockchain; and generating a new block for the blockchain responsive to new accumulated value and a hash value
generated using content of a previous block on the blockchain.
[0068] In various implementations, the method may further include: accessing, in memory on the BMC, a definition
for the consensus operating procedure responsive to the blockchain and the identity of the node circuitry.
[0069] In various implementations, the method may further include: response to an identity of the node circuitry,
obtaining a certificate configured to grant access to a portion of a blockchain; and determining that the record entry
applies to the portion of the blockchain.
[0070] In various implementations, applying the consensus operating procedure may include updating a health accum
value.
[0071] In various implementations, the consensus operating procedure may be defined using a smart contract.
[0072] In various implementations, the hash value may prevent non-tamper-evident alteration of the previous block.
[0073] In various implementations, generating the new block may further include generating the new block responsive
to completion of the consensus operating procedure.
[0074] In various implementations, the selected block and the previous block may be the same block.
[0075] In various implementations, the method may further include: obtaining a validity indicator responsive to com-
pletion of the consensus operating procedure.
[0076] In various implementations, the node circuitry may be configured to generate the record entry from record entry
information received from client circuitry.
[0077] In various implementations, the node circuitry may be configured to receive the record entry information from
an electronic form hosted by the node circuitry.
[0078] In another example, a system may be configured to implement one or more of the methods described above.
[0079] The methods, devices, architectures, processing, circuitry, and logic described above may be implemented in
many different ways and in many different combinations of hardware and software. For example, all or parts of the
implementations may be circuitry that includes an instruction processor, such as a Central Processing Unit (CPU),
microcontroller, or a microprocessor; or as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), Programmable Logic Device
(PLD), or Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA); or as circuitry that includes discrete logic or other circuit components,
including analog circuit components, digital circuit components or both; or any combination thereof. The circuitry may
include discrete interconnected hardware components or may be combined on a single integrated circuit die, distributed
among multiple integrated circuit dies, or implemented in a Multiple Chip Module (MCM) of multiple integrated circuit
dies in a common package, as examples.
[0080] Accordingly, the circuitry may store or access instructions for execution, or may implement its functionality in
hardware alone. The instructions may be stored in a tangible storage medium that is other than a transitory signal, such
as a flash memory, a Random Access Memory (RAM), a Read Only Memory (ROM), an Erasable Programmable Read
Only Memory (EPROM); or on a magnetic or optical disc, such as a Compact Disc Read Only Memory (CDROM), Hard
Disk Drive (HDD), or other magnetic or optical disk; or in or on another machine-readable medium. A product, such as
a computer program product, may include a storage medium and instructions stored in or on the medium, and the
instructions when executed by the circuitry in a device may cause the device to implement any of the processing described
above or illustrated in the drawings.
[0081] The implementations may be distributed. For instance, the circuitry may include multiple distinct system com-
ponents, such as multiple processors and memories, and may span multiple distributed processing systems. Parameters,
databases, and other data structures may be separately stored and managed, may be incorporated into a single memory
or database, may be logically and physically organized in many different ways, and may be implemented in many different
ways. Example implementations include linked lists, program variables, hash tables, arrays, records (e.g., database
records), objects, and implicit storage mechanisms. Instructions may form parts (e.g., subroutines or other code sections)
of a single program, may form multiple separate programs, may be distributed across multiple memories and processors,
and may be implemented in many different ways. Example implementations include stand-alone programs, and as part
of a library, such as a shared library like a Dynamic Link Library (DLL). The library, for example, may contain shared
data and one or more shared programs that include instructions that perform any of the processing described above or
illustrated in the drawings, when executed by the circuitry.
[0082] Various implementations have been specifically described. However, many other implementations are also
possible. For instance, any of the components and functionality in the architecture may be hosted in virtual machines
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managed by a cloud services provider. That is, while some implementations may be completely localized within a given
enterprise, other implementations are completely migrated into the cloud, or are hybrid implementations with mixed local
and cloud implementation. Regarding querying devices, the smartphones applications and desktop computers noted
above are just particular examples, and other querying devices may be used, including hands-free systems in vehicles,
digital personal assistants in smartphones or desktop PCs, hands-free control systems for the home, and many other
types of devices.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

in a record entry hardware system:

receiving, at blockchain management circuitry (BMC), a record entry from node circuitry;
obtaining a certificate configured to grant access to a portion of a blockchain,
the obtaining a certificate responsive to an identity of the node circuitry;
accessing the blockchain;
determining that the record entry applies to the portion of the blockchain;
accessing, in memory within the BMC, a definition for a consensus operating procedure,
the consensus operating procedure responsive to the blockchain and the identity of the node circuitry;
applying the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value,
the new accumulated value generated by performing a processor-level operation using a previous accu-
mulated value and the record entry as inputs, and
the previous accumulated value stored within a selected block of the blockchain; and
generating a new block for the blockchain,
the generating the new block responsive to the new accumulated value and a hash value generated using
content of a previous block on the blockchain.

2. The method of claim 1, where:

the consensus operating procedure comprises a smart contract; and
the definition comprises a term for the smart contract.

3. The method of claim 1, where:

the record entry comprises a medical claim value;
the previous accumulated value comprises a health accum value generated based on pharmacy claim infor-
mation; and
performing the processor-level operation comprises performing an add operation using the previous accumu-
lated value and the medical claim value as inputs.

4. The method of claim 3, where performing the add operation comprises calculating, across medical and pharmacy
claims: an out-of-pocket contribution, a deductible contribution, or both.

5. The method of claim 1,
where applying the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value comprises marking a
previous transaction stored in the blockchain as erroneous; and
where performing the processor-level operation using the previous accumulated value and the record entry as inputs
comprises:

adjusting the previous accumulated value to cancel an effect of the previous transaction.

6. The method of claim 1,
where applying the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value comprises correcting a
transaction date for a previous transaction stored in the blockchain; and
where performing the processor-level operation using the previous accumulated value and the record entry as inputs
comprises:
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changing the previous accumulated value over a period determined by the transaction date before and after
correction.

7. The method of claim 1, where applying the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value
comprises defining a new threshold maximum.

8. The method of claim 7, where performing the processor-level operation using the previous accumulated value and
the record entry as inputs comprises cancelling an effect of a transaction determined to occur after the new threshold
maximum was exceeded.

9. The method of claim 7, where performing the processor-level operation using the previous accumulated value and
the record entry as inputs comprises accounting for an effect of a transaction determined to occur before the new
threshold maximum was exceeded.

10. The method of claim 1, where the generating the new block further comprises generating the new block responsive
to completion of the consensus operating procedure.

11. The method claim 1, further comprising obtaining a validity indicator responsive to completion of the consensus
operating procedure.

12. The method of claim 1, where the selected block and the previous block comprise the same block.

13. A device comprising:

memory configured to store a blockchain;
communication interface circuitry configured to receive a record entry from node circuitry; and
blockchain management circuitry (BMC) in data communication with the memory and communication interface
circuitry, the BMC configured to:

responsive to an identity of the node circuitry, obtain a certificate configured to grant access to a portion of
a blockchain;
access the blockchain in the memory;
determine that the record entry applies to the portion of the blockchain;
access a definition for a consensus operating procedure responsive to the blockchain and the identity of
the node circuitry;
apply the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value by performing a processor-
level operation using a previous accumulated value and the record entry as inputs, the previous accumulated
value stored within a selected block of the blockchain; and
generate a new block for the blockchain responsive to the new accumulated value and a hash value gen-
erated using content of a previous block on the blockchain.

14. The device of claim 13, where:

the record entry comprises a medical claim value;
the previous accumulated value comprises an accumulated value generated based on pharmacy claim infor-
mation; and
the BMC is configured to perform the processor-level operation by performing an add operation using the
previous accumulated value and the medical claim value as inputs.

15. The device of claim 14, where the BMC is configured to perform the add operation by calculating, across medical
and pharmacy claims: an out-of-pocket contribution, a deductible contribution, or both.

16. The device of claim 13, where:

the BMC is configured to apply the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value by
marking a previous transaction stored in the blockchain as erroneous; and
the BMC is configured to perform the processor-level operation using the previous accumulated value and the
record entry as inputs by adjusting the previous accumulated value to cancel an effect of the previous transaction.
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17. The device of claim 13, where:

the BMC is configured to apply the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value by
correcting a transaction date for a previous transaction stored in the blockchain; and
the BMC is configured to perform the processor-level operation using the previous accumulated value and the
record entry as inputs by changing the previous accumulated value over a period determined by the transaction
date before and after correction.

18. A system comprising:

input interface circuitry configured to accept input of record entry information;
a display configured to present a representation of specific data from a blockchain, the specific data comprising
values from a transaction for a specific claim type;
client circuitry coupled to the input interface circuitry and the display, the client circuitry configured to:

receive the record entry information from the input interface circuitry, the record entry information relevant
to a specific claim type;
receive the specific data; and
generate the representation of the specific data;
specific node circuitry in data communication with the client circuitry, the specific node circuitry configured to:

receive the record entry information from the client circuitry;
compile the record entry information into a record entry for the specific claim type;
generate a request for the specific data; and
after receiving the specific data, forwarding the specific data to the client circuitry; and
blockchain management circuitry (BMC) in data communication with node circuitry, the BMC configured
to:

responsive to the specific node circuitry being associated with the specific claim type, obtain a
specific certificate configured to grant access to a specific portion of a blockchain adapted to store
the specific claim type;
access the blockchain;
determine that the record entry applies to the specific portion of the blockchain;
access a definition for a consensus operating procedure responsive to the specific claim type;
apply the consensus operating procedure to generate a new accumulated value by performing a
processor-level operation using a previous accumulated value and the record entry as inputs, the
previous accumulated value stored within a specific block of the blockchain;
generate a new block for the blockchain responsive to the new accumulated value and a hash
value generated using content of a previous block on the blockchain;
receive the request for the specific data;
responsive to the specific certificate and the request, access the specific portion of the blockchain
to obtain the specific data; and
send the specific data to the node circuitry.

19. The system of claim 18, where the BMC is further configured to reject a request for selected data from the blockchain
when a selected certificate configured to grant the specific node circuitry access to the selected data cannot be
obtained.

20. The system of claim 18, where the BMC is further configured to allow the request for selected data from the blockchain
after obtaining the selected certificate.
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